
Just a few weeks ago, the final curtain descended on the Templeʼs amazing production of
“Oliver”, and snippets of dialogue and music are still running through my mind. Most of all,
I am drawn to the moment when Oliver sings, “Where is love? Does it fall from skies above?
Is it underneath the willow tree that Iʼve been dreaming of?” In many ways, I feel just like
Oliver - a small boy, wondering if all the love in the world has disappeared.

Every day, there are new reports of heartbreaking events: heinous terrorist attacks in Belgium
and Pakistan; Anti-LGBTQ legislation in North Carolina and Mississippi; the refugee crises
occurring world-wide fueling an ever-deepening distrust; and the negativity that has taken
hold over our politics, especially in this election year.

“V’ahavta re-ehcha kamocha - You shall love your neighbor as yourself.” The great Rabbi
Hillel taught that these words, which we read in the Torah during the first week of April,
are perhaps the most important in the whole scroll.

Itʼs amazing to think that Jewish tradition would legislate the idea of loving another.
Yet, as I look at the world around me, seeming to subsist on feelings of fear and hate, I think
I understand why the Torah would take such a bold step. It is easy to imagine how in ancient
times, the uncertainty of day-to-day living and the plethora of unfriendly neighbors would
cause even the strongest individuals to look over the shoulder. When would the next attack
come? When would some warring nation set their sights on us? It would be hard not to mis-
trust both foreigner and stranger.

Still, the Torah and Rabbi Hillel were sending a strong and clear message. We have to see
that foreigner, that stranger, just as we would see others in our own community. And then we
have to direct ourselves (and if need be, force ourselves) to act toward them in a decent and
caring way.

Being Jewish has never been considered a passive endeavor. In fact, it is just the opposite.
The lessons of the Torah are always phrased as commandments - a lot of “do this” and
“do that”. As I look around me now, though, it feels like that is exactly what is needed.
We canʼt wait for love to fall from the sky, although it would be nice if God sent some our way.
Each and every one of us has to demonstrate what true caring and kindness are, especially
in the face of such difficult times.

Where is love? Itʼs everywhere that we choose for it to be, and itʼs as simple as the words
and actions of kindness we show to one another, friend, family, and especially the stranger.

Where is Love?
Rabbi Jeffrey Clopper

Highlights
Sunday, May 1st

Spring Rummage Sale, 2:00 p.m.
Monday, May 2nd

Spring Rummage Sale, 10:00 a.m.
Thursday, May 5th

Yom Hashoah Observance, 7:00 p.m.
Friday, May 6th

Family Shabbat, 7:00 p.m.
Friday, May 13th

Shabbat Service, 8:00 p.m.
Saturday, May 14th

Religious School Fundraiser, 8:00 p.m.
Friday, May 20th

Sisterhood Dinner 6:30 p.m.
Sisterhood Shabbat Service, 8:00 p.m.

Saturday, May 21st
Queazles Concert 7:00 p.m.

Sunday, May 22nd
Last Day of Religious School

Friday, May 27th
Kabbalat Shabbat, 6:15 p.m.

Chai Dinner, 7:15 p.m.
Monday, May 30th

Closed for Memorial Day
Tuesday, May 31st

Annual Congregational
Meeting, 7:00 p.m.
Friday, June 3rd

Family Shabbat, 7:00 p.m.
Friday, June 10th

Shabbat Service, 8:00 p.m.
Saturday, June 11th

Shavuot & Tikkun Leil Shavuot,
7:00 p.m. (offsite)
Friday, June 17th

Chai Club Dinner, 6:30 p.m.
Charlie Mayer Award Reception,

7:00 p.m.
Shabbat Service with

New Board Installation and
Charlie Mayer Award, 8:00 p.m.

Friday, June 24th
Kabbalat Shabbat, 6:15 p.m.

May - June 2016
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Shalom Rav - Prayer for PeaceCantor Alison Lopatin
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Shalom Rav is a beautiful prayer in our liturgy that appears at the end of our evening Amidah or T'fila in the Friday night service.
It is a prayer asking for peace and its title means "abundant peace." Shalom Rav also has a sister version in the morning called
Sim Shalom, which means "grant peace."
One of the most beloved settings of this prayer was written by Cantor Jeff Klepper and Rabbi Dan Freedlander. It is a favorite
throughout Reform congregations and we frequently sing this version at our Friday night Shabbat services. Composed in 1974,
it started in the summer camps and NFTY movement before it made its way into the synagogue. This setting has a very easy to
sing chorus with a beautiful melody. The verses provide a nice contrast. The F-sharp chord on the words b'chol eit, in every
season, adds a little dissonance. This chord reminds us that peace isn't always easy to achieve. But the repetition of the text
tasim l'olam, grant us peace forever, three times at the end of the setting feels hopeful and comforting. Here is a link to listen to
this version: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Y-oScccjl8
Another favorite setting of this prayer was written by Ben Steinberg in 1990. It is a beautiful call and response setting, written in
3/4 time. This version is the setting we use for the High Holy Day services at Temple Beth El. It begins with an octave leap and
a soaring vocal line. The verses shift into 4/4 time. This change in time signature gives the feeling of expansion. This quality
matches the text emphasizing eternity and all times. It is a peaceful and majestic setting. Here is a link to listen to a Shabbat
version of this setting: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GKleps1OqfA
A more recent version of this prayer was written by Todd Herzog in 2010. Self-described as a writer of acoustic, spiritual pop
music, this setting is very smooth and has long, lyrical lines. It has a touch of Country influence to it as well. It is a newer setting
that we often sing at the “Thank God it's Shabbat” services on the fifth Friday of the month. Here is a link to listen to this version:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EVKc5r1b5KI
These are just a sampling of the many settings of this powerful prayer, the culmination of our T'fila. Settings can run the gamut
from regal to folk-influenced, from a Broadway style to a pop style. Many contemporary composers have settings such as Debbie
Friedman, Craig Taubman, Noah Aronson, Michael Isaacson, and Julie Silver. But they have one thing in common, the desire to
pray for peace. Blessed are you Adonai who blesses your people Israel with peace.

Transliterated Text of Shalom Rav:
Shalom Rav al Yisrael amcha
tasim l'olam,
ki atah hu Melech Adon
l'chol hashalom.
V'tov b'einecha l'vareich
et amcha Yisrael
b'chol eit uv'chol shaah bish'lomecha.
Baruch atah Adonai, ham'vareich et amo Yisrael bashalom.

English Translation of Shalom Rav:
Grant Abundant Peace to Israel your people, forever,
for you are the Sovereign God of all peace.
May it be pleasing to you to bless your people Israel
in every season and moment with Your peace.
Blessed are You, Adonai, who blesses your people Israel with
peace.

Need to contact us? Call (631) 421-5835
Lisa Bennett, Temple Secretary - Ext. 200 or templeoffice@tbeli.org
Irma Talbot, Temple Bookkeeper - Ext. 201 or bookkeeper@tbeli.org
Elaine Eig, Part-Time Office Assistant - Ext. 202 or beig@optonline.net
Rabbi Jeffrey Clopper - Ext. 203 or rabbiclopper@tbeli.org
Cantor Alison Lopatin - Ext. 204 or cantoralison@tbeli.org
Cantor Emerita Sandy Sherry - Ext. 205 or cantorsandy7@gmail.com
Diane Berg, Director of Education - Ext. 207 or educator@tbeli.org
Madeline Schwartz, RS Secretary - Ext. 208 or religiousschool@tbeli.org
Stephen Passaro, Head Custodian - Ext. 209
Jackie Hasson, Librarian - Ext. 210 or library@tbeli.org
Rabbi Emeritus Barton Shallat - contact Lisa Bennett, Temple Secretary
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Perhaps, because of the recent theatrical and financial success of “Oliver”, by our very own Chutzpah Repertory Theater, I have
been contemplating the meaning of the word “Chutzpah”. To some it has a negative connotation meaning: insolence, cheek or
audacity. To others it means: fearlessness, boldness, supreme self-confidence and/or courage. I am firmly amongst the second
group.
No matter which set of definitions you adhere too, there is very little doubt that in this time of closing and merging religious insti-
tutions, if TBE is going to continue to flourish, itʼs going to take “Chutzpah”. We need to be bold. We need to be self-confident.
If we are going to attract, and keep, new members, we need to be innovative and put our best foot forward.
On the Adult Education front we are now a sponsoring member of the Cooperative Hebrew Adult Institute (CHAI) hosted by the
Dix Hills Jewish Center. This coming year we plan on offering two courses from the highly regarded Melton School to the
Huntington area Jewish community (we are only the second Jewish institution on Long Island to do so).
We are looking at making our building more environmentally friendly, and saving some money on utilities too, by converting our
antiquated light fixtures to more energy efficient LED fixtures. We are continuing to look for ways to make both our building and
our ritual experiences more accessible to members of our community with physical handicaps. We are exploring ways to use
crowdfunding through JEWCER, a crowdfunding platform specifically tailored to the Jewish community, to help raise funds for
these projects.
As many of you have heard we will be rolling out our new Gift Membership Initiative on July 1st.
If even a third of our temple membership has the “Chutzpah” to ask a friend to accept a gift membership, and half of those stay
as dues paying members the following year, we will be in great shape.
On Tuesday, May 31st at 7:00 PM, we will hold our Annual Congregational Meeting. This is an opportunity for you to help bold-
ly move us forward into our upcoming year. We will be voting on the 2016-2017 Budget, a full time clergy contract for Cantor
Alison Lopin, a new contract for Diane Berg our Temple Educator, and electing new members to our temple board. It may show
some audacity, but I have the “Chutzpah” to expect you all to attend.

ChutzpahHoward W. Schneider, Temple President

Diane E. Berg, RJE

The Secrets to a Good Life Part Two

When I was a child, we used the Union Prayer Book during services (before Hebrew School became fun). Except for the Shema,
which is our declaration of faith in one God, we never learned the Hebrew prayers until we had to study to become a Bar or Bat
Mitzvah. My friends and I had absolutely no understanding about what the prayers meant, especially with the Hebrew translated
into King Jamesʼ English. Never the less, we would shut the prayer book on Friday nights and recite the prayers by heart,
“Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all your heart, with all your soul with all your might…” Surely, we looked like we were pray-
ing but we were just reciting what we had memorized. This is just like the story told by Joel Grishaver, of a first grader who was
reciting the Shema. He said, “Shema is for real, I donʼt know Eluhanu, I donʼt know Echad. Memorization may be great for learn-
ing the multiplication tables but it does not really work with prayer.
At the very beginning of each school year, I tell the story about a man who travels to a village and brags that his horse can pray.
The townspeople question how this can be true. Soon bets are made and a date picked where the horse would read from a prayer
book. Every day the man would put oats between the pages of the prayer book and every day the horse would eat the oats and
turned the page with his tongue to the next page to eat those oats. Finally, the big day arrives and the prayer book is presented
on a stand in front of the horse. Sure enough, the horse looks up and down for the missing oats, turning page after page.
The townspeople are amazed and announce that this was the smartest horse they had ever seen because he could pray from a
prayer book.
I do not want my students to be like that horse. I want them to understand what they are saying and to pray passionately, joyfully
and with intent. The word for this is Kavanah, to pray with full feeling, with all your heart.
Prayer is wonderful. Thankful prayers keep us humble and grateful, forgiving prayers remind us that by changing our ways we
can be forgiven, asking prayers give us faith that they will be answered, and reminding prayers help us to be holy in our deeds
and actions.
Our students sign up to become junior rabbis and lead the student body in the midweek evening service. Many of our fourth
graders volunteer and in this way gain confidence on the Bima as well as familiarity with the placement of each prayer. As I look
out on the students reciting the prayers I am reminded how much luckier they are. I hope that this gift of becoming a knowledge-
able “pray-er” will help them find joy and comfort in their lives.
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Thank You
To Rabbi Clopper, Cantor Alison, Diane Berg and Lenny Thaw for
putting on a fabulous Adult Purim Celebration, and to the custodial

staff for always making sure our events run so smoothly.
To Lisi Viesta, Andy Karpf and Linda Braun for organizing and running

the Carnival for a fun celebration of Purim, and to all the members
of the congregation and student volunteers who volunteered at and

supported the Purim Carnival.
To Lynn Geisler for sharing her trip to Cuba with the Chai Club; to

Barry Eig for a great job with the Chai Lites; to Elaine Eig for taking
such good care of the Chai Club's funds; to Barbara Golden and
Margaret Mills for putting together the Chai Club's dinners, and to
all of the Chai Club's members that have helped make this year a

wonderful success.
To Jonathan Widawsky for being the "Emcee Extraordinaire"

for Trivia Night.
To Noreen Fremed for her talents in doing the layout for our beautiful
"Oliver!" Playbill; to Mike Widawsky for his guidance, love and support
of the "Oliver!" playbill; to Janet Widawsky for creating gorgeous ban-

ners for our "Oliver!" production; to Robin Zucker for her beautiful
handwriting on our "Oliver!" Thank You Posters; to Steve Levy for
guiding and supporting us while we navigated this new fundraising

project; to our amazing Playbill Committee for an outstanding job cre-
ating the most successful fundraising event; to Mike Besso for all you

did to get our beautiful playbill printed and ready to hand out!
To Barbara Schenk, for creating wonderful cold hors d'ouvres and to
Nanci Weber Schaeffer and Jenny Weitz for cooking delicious appe-
tizers for our Honorees Reception; to Jose and Steve for setting up

and cleaning up at our beautiful reception.
To our bookkeeper, Irma, for keeping those advertising financials

ready to print at a moment's notice, and to Lisa Bennett for always
saying "sure" to all the last minute requests needed to create

a beautiful playbill.
To the cast and crew of "Oliver!", and everyone involved in getting this

production back on the Temple Beth El stage.
To all the volunteers who came out to sell refreshments and raffles at

our "Oliver!" shows, we couldn't have done it without you.

To Howard Schneider, for leading us and modeling what
being a Mensch looks like!

To the Sisterhood Board: Audrey Dinstell, VP of Programming;
Beverly Wayne, VP of Membership; Louise Spangle, VP of

Fundraising; Debi Fallenberg, VP of Temple Services;
Robin Zucker, VP Community and World; Danna Kaplan,

Recording Secretary, Ruth Fuller, Treasurer, Lisa Kreisworth,
Corresponding Secretary and Stacy Aber, Financial Secretary

To Janet Widawsky for organizing Sisterhood's Purim Shalach Manot
and to all the helpers: Heidi Aronson, Elaine Baumann, Elaine Eig,

Jen Freed, Karen Kudler, Linda Mahler, Sandy Masnick,
Debbie Rich, Jamie Samuel, and Robin Zucker.

To Jen Freed, Amy Podhurst and Ruth Fuller for their assistance in
arranging the Judaica showcases for Purim and Passover and to
Louise Spangle for her help with the Judaica sale at the craft fair.

To Janet Widawsky, for organizing the offsite program at the
Heckscher Museum and to Molla Gary for our personalized tour
of the collection of "You Go Girl! - Celebrating Women Artists"

at the Heckscher Museum.
To Linda Mont, for organizing our speaker, Maureen Ennis,

from the Long Island Chapter of The Giving Doll,
at the March Sisterhood Luncheon.

To Danna Kaplan, for organizing the Sisterhood Event
at Chocolate Works in Commack.

To Paula Klein and Lucy Raskin, for coordinating
a successful HIHI season.

To Lucy Raskin, for coordinating the Social Action Committee's
Purim Baby Boutique, and to our custodians Steve, Joe, Daniel,

and Jose for all of their help setting up the event.
To Sue Seiler for “spearheading” the Social Action Committee's

new Hospice Program.
To Ira Richman, for his years waking at 4:00 a.m. to make sure our

HIHI guests were well fed and our temple was kept safe and secure.

Temple Library

The Cantor Sherry Musical Shelf is a tribute to Cantor Sherry. Many different aspects of music are included and videos of
Cantor Sherryʼs Luncheon and Cantorʼs Musical Tribute are available.
Books: The Complete Shireinu, Three hundred- fifty Songs from Jewish Tradition. “The definitive collection of Jewish Songs”.
Jewish Folk Songs Hebrew and English
Prayers: Hebrew and transliteration, written music for Selichot, Rosh Hashanah, Kol Nidre, Yom Kippur and Chanukah.
Scores for: “The Seven Golden Buttons”, a legend with music. “Songs of the Ghettos” CDʼs including: Sephardic Romances,
Israel World Beat Tradition – Itzhak Perlman plays popular Jewish melodies. Klezmer Nutcracker Shirim
Additional titles include: The Book of Klezmer, The Music of the Jew, Great Jews in Music and The Heritage of Music and
many others.
The Children’s Section – Juvenile: Tzedakah - “How Dalia Put a Big Yellow Comforter inside a Tiny Blue Box” “Acts of Loving
Kindness” and “How to Heal a Broken Wing” Mitzvot -“Sara Finds a Mitzvah” Coming to a New World – “Feivelʼs Flying Horses”
Young Adult: “The Search” - in comic book style. “The Happy Hackers” “Danielʼs Story” - Can Daniel survive historyʼs dead-
liest moment?
We look forward to your visit to the library during the school year and over the summer.
Explore our shelves, choose a book and begin an adventure.
For information, contact Jackie at 631-421-5835 ex.210

Jackie Hasson, Library Coordinator
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Men’s Club / BrotherhoodRichard Schoor, Menʼs Club President

The Menʼs Club has been having a “Fun Year”. In January, we welcomed David Krell, an author and noted baseball historian to
Temple Beth El to discuss the history of the Brooklyn Dodgers. It was a terrific event with lively and passionate discussion over
the decision to move the Dodgers to L.A. For some members of our temple, the memories of the Brooklyn Dodgers remain vivid
and the loss of this storied team still “smarts”.
In February, Ira Richman, past - Menʼs Club and Chai Club President, spoke about “Driver & Car Safety”. This provided us with
amazing information. Did you know that the safest lane on the LIE is the left lane? I also have never considered having a seat-
belt-cutting blade in my car. This inexpensive device has been shown to save lives in the event of accidental water submerging
– such as driving into a pond or the Long Island Sound. Iraʼs talk was so good that we are inviting him to return during May to
teach, “How to change a flat tire” to anyone who wants to learn. This event will take place on a Sunday in the Temple parking lot.
The Wine Tasting Dinner took place April 30th. A Saturday night dinner party! Those who have attended in the past will attest
that this is one of the highlight events of the year. Excellent food, paired with fine wines and conversation: what could be better?
This yearʼs party was a success as well. If you did not attend this year, please come next year and bring your spouse.
Invite another couple or bring a business associate. I canʼt think of a better way to promote your company than to wine and dine
someone who may want to engage your business. Plus… the cost is tax deductible.
Finally, the end of the religious school year picnic will take place on May 22nd in West Hills Park. The Menʼs Club will be leading
a gentle hike that day from the site of the picnic; weʼll walk up to the top of Janeʼs Hill. Bring comfortable shoes and some water
and trail mix to ‘nosh.

Unique Passover TraditionsDeborah Fallenberg, Vice President

Do you ever wonder how Jews in other parts of the world
celebrate Passover? Tapping each guest on the head with the
Seder plate is a custom that began in Spain, believed to
encourage the attendees to ask questions about the Jews in
Egypt. Hasidic Jews from a Polish town reenact the crossing of
the Red Sea by pouring water on the floor, lifting up their coats,
and asking for a blessing for their community and the surround-
ing towns. Moroccan Jews wear white to the Seder and go to
the ocean during Passover to toss pebbles behind their backs
to ward off evil spirits. My personal favorite…Hungarian Jews
had a tradition of putting their gold and silver on the Seder
table, based on a passage in Exodus stating “the Israelites
did as Moses instructed and asked the Egyptians for articles of
silver and gold”.
Afghan Jews whip each other with scallions. The Jews of
Gibraltar use the dust of real bricks to make Charoset. In
Marrakesh, dishes are prepared using the wine from Elijahʼs
cup. In a tiny community of Indian Jews, every grain of rice is

inspected for purity or rejected as Chametz. Jews from North
America try to break the middle Matzah into the shape of
Hebrew letters.
The first covert airlift of Ethiopian Jews to Israel in the 1990ʼs
was named Operation Moses. Hungry and unable to digest
substantial food, the new immigrants were fed simple boiled
potatoes. Placing a potato on the Seder plate has come to
commemorate this modern day exodus. Adding an orange to
the Seder plate has become an acknowledgement of the role of
women in Jewish life.
Whatever your traditions are, we hope youʼll consider adorning
your table from our beautiful selection of Seder plates, Matzah
covers, wine goblets, Haggadahs – or even a soft ʻbag
of plaguesʼ – available in our Judaica case. However and
wherever you celebrate, including Second Night Seder here at
TBE, we from Sisterhood extend all good wishes for the
Passover Holiday.
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Jonah Hutt - May 7th
Temple Beth El has been a wonderful place to raise our children as modern Jews. Jonah is becoming a Bar Mitzvah and we are looking
forward to it being a most memorable experience.
Jonah has worked very hard on his Hebrew studies. Cantor Alison and Rabbi Jeff have been extremely supportive and helpful for him.
We also must thank Diane Berg and the teachers who helped give Jonah such a solid base to work from.
For his Creative Project, Jonah learned to bake Challah and will share one with everyone at the conclusion of the service.
For his G’milut Chasidim - Service Project, Jonah volunteered for HIHI, helping feed, and providing a place to sleep, for homeless men at TBE.
He has twice volunteered at the Ronald McDonald House making dinner and dessert for families that were staying there while their children
were receiving medical treatment.
For his Tzedakah - Charity Project, Jonah will be donating a percentage of his monetary gifts to the Ronald McDonald House.
We are truly amazed by the young man and “Mensch” Jonah has become and we know that he will succeed in life because of his kindness,
thoughtfulness and hard work. Weʼre so happy that TBE has played a big part in his development.

Alyssa Kaplan - May 14th
Temple Beth El has provided the foundation of core Jewish values for Alyssa. She is truly thankful for the dedication and caring ways of her
teachers, Rabbi Clopper, Cantor Lopatin, and Diane Berg who always go “above and beyond”.TBE has such a warm family atmosphere in which
we feel privileged to participate.
Alyssa has been involved in a Bat Mitzvah Tzedakah and Service Project with “Birthday Wishes” which brings birthday parties to more
than seventy children a month in area homeless shelters. Alyssa prepared “Birthday Parties in-a–Box”, complete with party supplies and small
favors to surprise some children on their birthdays. She will use saved Tzedakah money to provide more supplies for “Birthday Wishes”.
She feels fortunate to have had many fun birthday parties and would like to help other children with severe economic situations. Alyssa is one
who never misses a chance to help others. She was chosen to be a part of T.L.C, a program at Oldfield Middle School where she serves as a
peer counselor.
Alyssa also loves being a part of a musical community. This year she is performing in “Oliver”, Oldfieldʼs “Annie”, and SCMEA and NYSSMA
for both violin and voice. For her Creative Project, Alyssa will play her violin to the prayer, Ose Shalom at her Bat Mitzvah service.
Becoming a Bat Mitzvah is a beautiful tradition filled with joy and pride and it creates a special moment with closest family and friends. We are
amazed by Alyssaʼs enthusiasm for her many interests and now she is an honor student at public school. We hope she continues to be happy
in all her life adventures.

Sophia E. Dalton - May 14th
Temple Beth El is a very special place for our family. Through the leadership of Rabbi Clopper, Cantor Alison and Diane Berg, Sophie has
explored and learned to Love Judaism. Rabbi Clopper was instrumental in encouraging Sophie to attend URJ Crane Lake Camp, which is
Sophieʼs home away from home.
Sophie's G'milut Chasidim - Service Project encapsulates her strong sense of feminism. Through her intense research, she discovered a major
concern that women face daily. Specifically, she discovered that feminine hygiene products are not currently covered under the Supplemental
Nutrition Assistance Program (S.N.A.P). In response to this, Sophie will be collecting a variety of products. Such as: paper towels, bathroom
tissue, soaps, deodorants, shampoo, and feminine products. Look for Sophie Dalton's Bat Mitzvah Project Box to be located in the TBE
atrium. She will be giving the donations to a local charity.
For her Tzedkah Project, Sophia will be sharing a monetary portion of her Bat Mitzvah gifts to The New York Chapter for Dress for Success.
Sophie's Creative Project utilizes her enthusiasm of fashion, fabric and design by creating a Tallit Bag that connects her love of Paris, Judaism
and Life.
We are excited and so proud of the young woman she has become. We look forward to Sophie continuing her Jewish studies by attending
Hebrew High and URJ Crane Lake Camp. We look forward to watching and being part of Sophieʼs continued steps toward adulthood.

Spencer Login - May 21st
Temple Beth El is such a special and inviting sanctuary for our entire family because over the past five years it has been the center of our
three childrenʼs Jewish learning. Spencer is the first of his siblings to become a Bar Mitzvah and we couldnʼt be happier to have both
Rabbi Clopper and Cantor Alison guiding him along this path.
Spencer has shown incredible maturity with his Bar Mitzvah studies, while keeping all of his other activities in sports, music and school at the
highest level. Cantor Alison, with her incredible energy, connects with Spencer in such a wonderful and genuine way, making it easy for him to
enjoy this process.

B’nei Mitzvah

Mazal Tov...
To Jonah Hutt (May 7th), Sophie Dalton (May 14th), Alyssa Kaplan (May 14th),
Spencer Login (May 21st), Aaron Jurrist (June 4th), Adam Vahling (June 11th),

Sam Aronson (June 18th), Benjamin Farina (June 18th), Logan Tenner (June 25th)
and Maya Salzman (June 25th) on becoming B'nei Mitzvah!
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Spencer donates his time to charitable causes by participating at school and making sandwiches for a men's shelter. Spencer knows the value
that sports gives to individual accomplishment and satisfaction. His Service Project of collecting gently used sports equipment from his soccer
club and classmates at school will produce opportunities to participate in sports for the boys and girls club to whom he will donate. Music is a
big part of Spencer's enjoyment. He is an accomplished Saxophone player, which led him to inquire about past Jewish saxophonists and
choose a piece to learn from that era.
We are so proud of Spencer. The time it takes to reach goals in life involves effort, perseverance and forward thinking. Keep up with your hard
work and it will create satisfaction and success deep within your heart.

Aaron Jurrist - June 4th
Temple Beth El is a special place to us, as it has always provided Aaron with a welcoming and nurturing environment. We are thankful to
Rabbi Clopper, Cantor Alison Lopatin, Diane Berg, and all of the Hebrew School staff for helping prepare Aaron for his Bar Mitzvah.
For Aaronʼs community service project (G’milut Chasadim) he volunteered at the Purim Baby Boutique, the Purim Carnival, and HIHI.
Aaron baked Hammentashen with his Grandma Sally, and with his Grandma Gail he will bake cookies and brownies. As his Creativity Project,
he plans to serve some of these baked items at his Bar Mitzvah celebration. Both grandmothers love to bake and Aaron decided that baking
with each of his grandmothers was a way to connect to his Jewish heritage through them. Lastly, Aaron loves animals, especially our cat Oliver.
He plans on making a donation to an animal shelter for his Tzedakah.
We are so proud of Aaron and all of his accomplishments. We wish him a lifetime of health, happiness and a future that fulfills all of his dreams.
A Mensch is someone who is good, kind, decent and honorable and we wish this for Aaron.

Adam Vahling - June 11th
As Adam prepares to become a Bar Mitzvah, his family and loved ones are filled with tremendous pride and joy. Adam has been part of the
Temple Beth El community since he was very young. With the support of his amazing teachers, the cantor, and the rabbi, Adam has worked
very hard to prepare for this monumental occasion and has developed a strong connection to Judaism and all of its traditions.
For Tzedakah, Adam will be donating a portion of his gifts to the NYU Institute of Reconstructive Plastic Surgery and The Feeding and
Swallowing Clinic at St. Joseph's Children's Hospital in New Jersey. Both organizations have been a pivotal part of Adam's life to help him
overcome many medical issues and challenges.
As part of Adam's Service Project, he has chosen to help the food pantry in his school district by providing food and assistance to gain a
deeper understanding of those less fortunate and the power of helping others. Adam will share his artwork as the Creative Project during his
Bar Mitzvah service.
We are very proud of Adam for being the loving, dynamic, and determined person that he is. As this special day approaches, our feelings
of being overwhelmed will give way to excitement and pride as our family and friends come together to share in the celebration of Adam
becoming a young man.

Sam Aronson – June 18th
We are so very joyful and proud of Sam as he prepares to become a Bar Mitzvah. Sam has been in religious school at Temple Beth El since
Kindergarten, while being nurtured by the TBE community. Sam and his family would like to thank Rabbi Clopper and Cantor Lopatin for their
wonderful support, knowledge, and patience. They have been true teachers and wonderful mentors.
In contrast to Samʼs exuberant exterior, he has a very gentle and kind nature that is expressed in his love of animals, especially cats.
For his Service Project, Sam has spent much time volunteering at the “Golden Paw Society”, a local shelter for cats, where he nurtured the
animal residents, assisted with cleaning, and participated in adoption and fund raising events. Sam will be including the “Golden Paw Society” in
his Tzedakah Project. He is also an ardent anti-smoking supporter and intends to include the “Campaign for Tobacco Free Kids” in this donation.
Even as a small child, Sam has had a very strong sense of his personal Jewish identity and is always anxious to share this with others.
We hope that he continues to view his heritage and religion as a source of pride, knowledge and strength.

Logan Tenner – June 25th
Temple Beth El is a very special place to us, because when you walk in it feels very warm, comforting and inviting. Our family enjoys coming
to family services and we love TGIF services. For my husband and I growing up in a conservative temple this was a big change for us.
My husband went to Hebrew school, but didnʼt show much interest afterward and I never went to Hebrew school. However, when we had chil-
dren we knew that we wanted them to enjoy going to temple, and appreciate the music and prayers of the Jewish people. Rabbi Jeffrey Clopper
is an exceptional leader and we are overjoyed to have him in our lives inside and outside of temple. Cantor Alison has truly been an amazing
help by teaching Logan the prayers and his Haftarah. She truly has great patience. Without her guidance, support and help this journey through
Loganʼs life would have been a tough one. Thank you, Cantor Alison. Thanks to all the Religious School teachers for guiding Logan through
the first four years of Hebrew Education.
We are “over the moon” to see how Loganʼs love and passion towards learning about Judaism and becoming a Bar Mitzvah. He truly appreci-
ates the traditions and customs that go “hand in hand” in Judaism. Judaism is truly a very big part of him especially when we are celebrating
a Jewish holiday.
Loganʼs service project was helping to collect blankets and towels for the dogs and cats at the local shelters. For his Tzedakah Project,
Logan collected used eye glasses for those in need. Baking a Challah with Grandma Cynthia became his Creative Project.
We are extremely proud of the young man Logan has become.

Maya Salzman - June 25th
Time has passed “way too fast” – and now… Maya is becoming a Bat Mitzvah. Temple Beth El has been a wonderful part of our familyʼs life
for many years. Rabbi Clopper has helped make our experience at TBE truly welcoming, informative and enjoyable. Maya has learned so much
from rabbi and all of the wonderful Religious School teachers she has had over the years. Cantor Alison has been an integral part of Mayaʼs
success in the Bat Mitzvah process and we cannot thank her enough. She is a wonderful addition to the temple community.
We are so very proud of Maya becoming a Bat Mitzvah. Balancing school, sports, friends, volunteering and learning Hebrew is really a remark-
able accomplishment. Mayaʼs community service project has included volunteering at the Purim Carnival, setting up for HIHI, and working with
children at Harborfieldʼs Library. There is a special place in Mayaʼs heart for the time she spent working with students with special needs in
an athletic Special Olympics program in Huntington. The lessons she will take from that experience will surely stay with her forever. For
Tzedakah, Maya will be honoring her father by making a donation to the American Heart Association.
We are thrilled for Maya and her accomplishments and the amazing young woman she has become.
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Aaronson, Richard & Susan
Ansell, Robert & Laura
Aronowsky, Barry & Barbara
Aronson, Mark & Heidi
Axinn, Lennard & Ann
Baker, Scott & Elise
Baran, Charles & Sherry
Barton, Gloria
Baumann, Robert & Eileen
Berg, Diane
Bergman, Stanley M. & Marion J.
Bergson, Robert & Debra
Besso, Michael & Elyse
Biblow, Mark & Andrea
Blog, Harold & Joan
Blum, Lawrence & Suzanne
Braun, Edward & Roseann
Brown, Allen & Cohn-Brown, Clare
Brozinsky, Edward & Singer, Janet
Budd, Robert
Calev, Andrew & Carol
Clopper, Jeffrey & Carol
Cohn, Tom & Craven, Victoria
Crain, Robert & Sandra
Dalton, Brian & Freed, Jennifer
Dannenberg, Michael & Carol
Darwin, Manuel & Eileen
DeMarco, Vincent & Jill
Dietz, Sheldon & Adrianne
Dinstell, Scott & Audrey
Dombrower, Steve & Janis
Donders, Arlen & Rebecca
Eckstein, Howard & Sherry
Edelstein, Andy & Sherman, Beth
Eig, Barry & Elaine
Eig, Daniel & Lynne
Epstein, Jerold & Judith
Epstein, Michael & Hillary
Epstein, Mike & Randee
Esposito, Mara
Faber, Stephen & Doris
Fairbanks, Judith & Bronstein, Bryce
Fallenberg, Deborah
Fallon, Michael & Cecile
Feeney, Myra
Feilbogen, Peter & Joan
Feinblatt, David & Debora
Feinstein, Brian & Jean
Feldman, Jeffrey & Elyse
Fishman, Robert & Lisa
Fogel, Brian & Rachel
Fremed, Gregg & Noreen
Fried, Joanne
Fried, Mitchel & Hermer-Fried, June
Fuller, Ruth
Fusco, Richard & Jennifer
Gary, Howard & Molla
Geisler, Lynn & Howard, James

Gerson, Jeffrey & Eileen
Gettinger, Barbara
Gillet, Jason & Jennifer
Glass, Evan & Janet
Goldberg, Alan & Jackie
Golden, Richard & Barbara
Goldman, Carol
Goldman, Mark & Susan
Goldstein, Jonathan & Susan
Gordon, David & Elissa
Grass, Robin & Warde, Una
Greenberg, Michael & Jayne
Greenhut, Michael & Carmen
Greenwald, Richard & Linda
Groden, David & Janice
Halle, Robert & Lindsey, Allison
Hartman, Steven & Lisa
Hasenzahl, Brian & Tammy
Heiberger, Michael & Surelle
Helfand, Andrew & Gail
Herman, Mitch & Jennifer
Herman, Steven & Iris
Herzfeld, David & Melanie
Hirsch, David & Nancy
Hirschfeld, Jeanne
Hittleman, Daniel & Carol
Hutt, Michael & Korobow, Amy
Iserson, Richard & Beverly
Israeli, Ron & Nancy
Jackson, Gerald & Laura
Josenhans, Erich & Alisa
Joseph, Jeffrey & Abbe
Jurrist, Jeffrey & Susan
Kaish, Steven & Mermelstein, Julia
Kamenstein, Matthew & Hope
Kaplan, Elaine
Karpf, Andrew & Tanya
Kasman, Richard & Marlene
Kaufman, Brian S. & Susan E.
Kaufman, Jonah & Lynn
Kay, Stuart & Beth
Kellerman, Stephanie & Jenny
Keschner, Scott & Jennifer
Klayman, Burton & Laura
Klein, Mary
Krawitz, Paul & Nancy
Kreindler, Herbert & Barbara
Kresner, Patricia
Kristel, Alan & Brycie
Kudler, Harley & Karen
LaCorte, Justin & Susanne
Lawson, Kevin & Pamela
Levenbaum, Andrew & Andrea
Lieberman, David & Klein, Paula
Lifson, Robert & Joan
Lilker, Ruth
Lustig, Brad & Suzie
Madenberg, Joseph & Judith

Mahler, David & Linda
Masnick, Burt & Sandra
McDonagh, Thomas & Elisa
Messina, Ilene
Mezz Hoest, Madeline
Mildener, Barry & Pitch, Richard
Mishkit, Gladys
Molny, Marvin & Ethel
Monat, Lawrence & Roberta
Mont, Arthur & Linda
Montague, Todd & Denise
Morett, Claudia
Moses, Richard F. & Werblin, Carol
Moskowitz, Kenny
Nace, Chuck & Julie
Nathanson, Steven
Ng, Kenny & Susan
Pearlman, Allan
Pearlman, Joshua & Carrie
Perlman, Joseph & Eleanor
Phillips, Howard & Rhoma
Pickell, Barbara
Podhurst, Robert & Amy
Pokross, Sara
Porcelain, Michael
Purow, David & Deena
Radgowski, Tom & Melissa
Raskin, Mark & Lucy
Redler, Martin & Gail
Resnikoff, Michael & Lauren
Ricci, Louis & Alina
Rich, Charles & Debra
Richman, Ira & Cheryl
Rimler, Mark & Debbie
Roffman, Steve & Florence
Rosen, Carol
Rosenblum, Barry & Shawne
Rotter, Neal & Camens, Shelley
Rozen, Barry & Lichtenstein, Sarah
Rubin, Jeffrey & Brettler, Cora
Rudner, Jeffrey
Ruk, Rosemarie
Sard, Eugene & Edith
Saslow, Neal & Viviene
Schaeffer, Bernard E. & Weber, Nanci
Olivere
Schatten, Alan & Linda
Schenk, Barbara
Schindel, Robert & Suzanne
Schmier, Albert & Marcia
Schneider, Edythe
Schneider, Howard & Rosen, Miriam
Schoor, Rich & Erin
Schwalb, Barry & Marcia
Schwartz, Jack & Elizabeth
Seiden, Peter & Nancy
Seiler, Robert & Susan
Shallat, Barton & Jane

Surelle Heiberger, Kol Nidre Chairperson
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Shapiro, Mark & Vita
Sherman, Garry & Joanne
Shindler, Arnold & Eileen
Shore, Peter & Jennifer
Siegel, Clifford & Lorie
Simon, Laurence & Ann
Simowitz, Frances
Siudzinski, Paul & Gray, Ellen
Slippen, Michael & Carol
Smolokoff, Sheldon & Toby
Spencer, Gil & Denise
Sporkin, Bradley & Karyn
Spritzer, Lois

Stein, Aaron & Sasha
Stein, Melvyn & Rosanne
Stuchin, Cecelia
Susswein, David & Kent, Aileen
Swaim, Selma Cohen
Szarfarc, Howard & Toner, Gemma
Talbot, Irma
Tiger, Helene
Toran, William & Phyllis
Tricomi, Edward & Lisa
Vahling, Michael & Ellen
Viesta, Rick & Elizabeth
Walerstein, Janet
Walfield, Alan & Spangle, Louise

Wattel, William & Linda
Wayne, Peter & Beverly
Weinkrantz, Michael & Jane
Widawsky, Michael & Janet
Widerman, Steven & Bookheim
Widerman, Linda
Wilson, Victoria & Cupit, Gerald
Winter, Robert & Linda
Wolff, Jerry & Susan
Zamari, Marlene
Zeifman, Anne
Zucker, Bob & Robin
Zusman, Barry & Margo

Carol Werblin, Social Action Chairperson

Social Action News

In March, we held our Annual Purim Baby Boutique. The Social Hall and atrium were transformed into a baby emporium where
families from the Dolan Family Health Center, Family Service League and Tri-CYA ʻshoppedʼ with their children. We had many
wonderful donations this year, so that we filled the atrium with cribs, strollers, walkers, car seats, and high chairs. Many of our
shoppers were expectant moms who left with their arms and hearts full. Thanks to all of you who helped to give these newborns
some of the basic things needed.
We ended our eleventh year as a respite site for HIHI- Huntington Interfaith Homeless Initiative. Once again we partnered with
Huntington Jewish Center and East Northport Jewish Center with help from Northport Presbyterian Church to make sure that our
guests had a warm place and hearty meals. “Students for 60,000” spent many hours interacting with our guests. Thank you to
everyone who provided food, clothing, and toiletries and those who cooked, cleaned and chaperoned. Also thanks to our coordi-
nators, Paula Klein, Lucy Raskin, and Sisterhood and to our steadfast morning crew. Due to scheduling conflicts, we were unable
to host our Annual Spaghetti Dinner. Instead, we extended an invitation to join us for an Italian feast at our Sunday Supper at the
Moose Lodge in Greenlawn.
Giving is becoming contagious in our community. Here at TBE we continue to reach out to the community, providing food, cloth-
ing and shelter. As the years pass, the need for food continues to increase. Thanks to so many generous community business-
es, we are able to provide nutritious and non-perishable food in our pantry. I want to recognize some of the businesses that
donate on a regular basis so you might let them know how much we appreciate their contributions.
Every Monday night, Copenhagen Bakery donates bread and pastries. The breads are used for sandwiches, delivered to Manor
Field Family Center and to Tri-CYAʼsʼ after-school programs. Very often, these are the only meals that some children in Huntington
receive. On Tuesdays, we receive food from Appliance World, which holds several charitable events each month. Foods from
those events are taken to local families and to Tri-CYA. Every Wednesday, Reinwaldʼs Bakery and Southdown Coffee donate
bread, pastries, cakes, pies and coffee to our HIHI program. On Thursdays, Our Lady Queen of Martyrs delivers sixty five bags
of food to local families; our Give and Receive Program receives four of those donation, delivered to families in the Huntington
and South Huntington School Districts.
Lastly, every Saturday, Trader Joes, IGA, and Reinwaldʼs, donate bread, vegetables, desserts and fruit that are used for our
Sunday Suppers at the Moose Lodge and to the Community Meals. Itʼs important to recognize that these are not just the dona-
tions that are given to TBE.
These establishments continue to give throughout the week to other not-for-profits. How wonderful it is to be a part of a community
that takes care of its families! Please support them and stop in and let them know how thankful we are for their support.
Upcoming Events:
We are again providing Motherʼs Day Baskets for local shelter residents and collecting toiletries, make-up, stationary, large
baskets, and other items such as candles, perfumes, small frames. Please place donations in the basket located in the temple
atrium until May 3rd.
May 15th and June 5th - Project H.O.P.E. - Sunday Supper at the Moose Lodge.
July - The Annual Community Barbecue. Look for upcoming fliers for the details.

cont.
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Tributes
50th ANNIVERSARY FUND
In memory of:
Peggy Guttenberg
- Burt and Sandy Masnick
Gail Iris Klayminc at yahrzeit
- Howard and Sherry Eckstein
In honor of:
Stephen Levy's birthday
- Allisyn Levy

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT FUND
In memory of:
Stuart Seiden
- Mary Rosenvinge
Sam Shindler at yahrzeit
- Arnold and Eileen Shindler

CAROLE VOLKMAN KITCHEN FUND
In memory of:
Joel Keschner
- David and Janice Groden

CHAI TRIBUTE FUND
In memory of:
Hal Zecknowitz
- Sheldon and Toby Smolokoff

GENERAL FUND
In memory of:
Peggy Guttenberg
- Cheryl and Ira Richman
- Barbara Schenk
- Diane Berg
Sheila Mildener
- Diane Berg
Napolean Fallon
- Nanci Weber and Bernie Schaeffer
Hal Zechnowitz
- Mike and Surelle Heiberger
Charles Schwalb at yahrzeit
- Marcia and Barry Schwalb
Madeline Selix at yahrzeit
- Stephanie and Jenny Kellerman
Ray Feifer at yahrzeit
- Charles and Sherry Baran
Alexander Coleman at yahrzeit
- Mike and Surelle Heiberger
Ann Millstone and Betty Friedman at yahrzeit
- Burt and Laura Klayman
Henry Jackson at yahrzeit
- Laura and Gerald Jackson
Benjamin Danis at yahrzeit
- Martin Podgainy
Eva and Bernard Strauss at yahrzeit
- Melvin and Dolores Weinzimer
Lillian Kleinberg at yahrzeit
- Mark and Heidi Aronson
Mimi Whitehorn at yahrzeit
- Lisa and Rob Fishman
Sidney Israel at yahrzeit
- Mark and Heidi Aronson
Helen Cohn at yahrzeit
- Ed Brozinsky and Janet Singer
Frances and Henry Brozinsky at yahrzeit
- Ed Brozinsky and Janet Singer
Selma Satran at yahrzeit
- Robert and Joan Lifson
Beatrice Calev at yahrzeit
- Andrew and Carol Calev

Phillip Risika at yahrzeit
- Mollie Sugarman
Minerva Zellermayer at yahrzeit
- Howard and Molla Gary
Robert Slobodien at yahrzeit
- Evan Glass and Janet Slobodien
Bertha Molny at yahrzeit
- Marvin and Ethel Molny
Ed Rosen at yahrzeit
- Howard Schneider and Miriam Rosen
Louise Yeazell and Sylvia Walfield at yahrzeit
- Alan Walfield and Louise Spangle
Wallace Bywater at yahrzeit
- Brian and Jean Feinstein
Rose Podgainy at yahrzeit
- Martin Podgainy
Russell Chernick at yahrzeit
- Cindy Halpern
Beatrice Schwalb at yahrzeit
- Marcia and Barry Schwalb
Carl Bagnall at yahrzeit
- Marcia and Barry Schwalb
Douglas Gray at yahrzeit
- Warren and Diane Kleet
Eli Sherman at yahrzeit
- Stephen and Sandra Hechler
Morton Blum at yahrzeit
- Lawrence and Suzanne Blum
Ben Pofcher at yahrzeit
- Mike and Surelle Heiberger
In honor of:
Florence Roffman's birthday
- Marsha Bendavid
To the recovery of:
Stuart Kay
- Mike and Surelle Heiberger
Audrey Gold
- Diane Berg

JUDY JACOBY SPECIAL EDUCATION FUND
In memory of:
Eve Morales' sister Rachel
- Diane Berg

MARJ BLAUMAN MEMORIAL FUND
In memory of:
Sheila Mildener
- Barbara Schenk
Blanche and Howard Lipsius at yahrzeit
- Barbara Schenk
In honor of:
Adrianne and Sheldon Dietz's grandson
Nathaniel becoming a Bar Mitzvah
- Barbara Schenk

MUSIC AND CULTURAL ARTS FUND
In memory of:
Louis Baker at yahrzeit
- Herb and Barbara Kreindler
In honor of:
Cantor Alison's engagement to Brian Levine
- Diane Berg
- Sue and Rob Seiler
- Steve and Debbie Jarmon
Li and Erich Josenhans, Linda Braun and Ilene
Davis, Rob Seiler, Rob Fishman and Joanne Fried
- Diane Berg

RABBI CLOPPER’S DISCRETIONARY FUND
In memory of:
Roy Gordon at yahrzeit
- David and Elissa Gordon
Martin Greenwald at yahrzeit
- Richard and Linda Greenwald
Morton Blum at yahrzeit
- Libby Blum
In honor of:
Rabbi Clopper, for his patience and fortitude
- Jane Goldblatt
Rabbi Clopper, for performing Rebeka's baby
naming
- Joe and Ellie Perlman
Rabbi Clopper, for the beautiful funeral service
- Sherry Greenstreet and Mike Gittelman
Steve Roffman
- Jane Goldblatt

RELIGIOUS SCHOOL ENRICHMENT FUND
In memory of:
Estelle Bard at yahrzeit
- Kenny and Susan Ng
In honor of:
Steve Roffman
- Jane Goldblatt

RHEA LIEBMAN MEMORIAL LIBRARY FUND
In memory of:
Harry Prince at yahrzeit
- Peter and Joan Feilbogen

SEYMOUR LILKER MIROSLAV HOLOCAUST
MEMORIAL FUND
In honor of:
Ruth Lilker's birthday
- Phoebe Krane and Sandy Hoffman
- Joan and Paul Cohen

SOCIAL ACTION COMMITTEE FUND
In memory of:
Peggy Guttenberg
- Surelle and Mike Heiberger
- Linda and Bill Wattel
- Robin Grass and Una Warde
- Elaine and Barry Eig
- Sue and Rob Seiler
- Marjorie and Stephen Levy
- Adrianne and Sheldon Dietz
- Mike and Elyse Besso

YVONNE COHEN MEMORIAL FUND
In memory of:
Peggy Guttenberg
- Beverly and Peter Wayne
Stuart Seiden
- Marcia and Barry Schwalb
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Yahrzeits
May 1-7
Edward Gettinger
- father-in-law of Bonnie Gettinger
Louis Sprung
- father of Sara Pokross
Laura Lacher
- grandmother of Staci Wuss
Stuart Chernick
- brother of Cindy Halpern
Joseph Kalish
- father of Elaine Kaplan
Ruth Rosenbaum
- aunt of Joan Feilbogen
Helen Hechler
- mother of Stephen Hechler
Kenneth Markel
- son of Carl & Edith Markel
Rose Newman
- aunt of Beth Gilman
Frances Spangle
- mother of Louise Spangle
Claire Sperber
- grandmother of Debra Jarmon
Tony Ullmann
- brother of Jane Goldblatt
Eleanor Epstein Browne
- mother of Jerold Epstein
Jacob M. Cohen
- father of Ruth Lilker
- father-in-law of Selma Cohen Swaim
Harry Lazar
- grandfather of Alina Ricci
Milton Barton
- father of Neil Barton (z:l)
Celia Bonoff
- mother of Bonnie Gettinger
Scott Wang
- cousin of Peter Wayne
Casper Kurtzberg
- father of Louis Kurtzberg
Benjamin Zeldin
- grandfather of Eve Morales
May 8-14
Grace Miriam Burnett
- mother of Margaret Mills
Edgar Mayer
- uncle-in-law of Lucille Mayer
Glenda Rosenblum
- mother of Barry Rosenblum
Libby Seiler
- mother of Robert Seiler
Rose Sherman
- mother of Sandra Hechler
Louis Steinberg
- grandfather of Laurel Atkinson
Terry Sugarman
- brother of Ellen Storch
Alexander Fastow
- father of Gloria Gildin
Bennie Moskovitch
- father of Israel Moskovitch
Sally Solomon
- aunt of Sherry Eckstein
Stanley Barnett
- stepfather of Michael Weinkrantz
Tony Toran
- brother of William Toran
Lola Goldman
- mother of Floyd Goldman
David Mont
- father of Arthur Mont
Rubin Rachman
- grandfather of Danielle Greenwood
Leonard Shallat
- father of Barton Shallat
Fran Shapiro
- sister of Barton Shallat
Carl Weinstein
- nephew of Cecile Fallon
Ian Fallon
- nephew of Michael & Cecile Fallon
Irene Funt
- mother of Stacey Funt
Alfred Kammerling
- uncle of Richard Kammerling
Phyllis Karin
- mother of Marjorie Levy
Abraham Rimens
- father of Gloria Barton
Mollie Schonbrun
- mother of Linda Mahler
Blanche Silverman
- mother of Judith Madenberg
Robert Weinstein
- father of Cecile Fallon
Diane Brown
- cousin of Surelle Heiberger
Joan Purow
- mother of David Purow

Michele Roberts
- wife of Alan Roberts
- mother of Sam, Emily & Hannah Roberts
May 15-21
Michel Copel
- father of Norman Copel
Celia Epstein
- mother of Elaine Eig
Irving Levy
- father of Lucy Raskin
Fred Licht
- uncle of Phoebe Krane
Dot Radgowski
- mother of Tom Radgowski
Louis Trimmer
- grandfather of Louis Kurtzberg
Harold Satran
- father of Joan Lifson
Edith Silverman
- grandmother of Micah Silverman
Beatty Shindler
- mother of Arnold Shindler
Herbert Weisinger
- brother-in-law of Cecile Fallon
David Goldman
- father of Mark Goldman
June London
- mother of Bernard London
Sidney Madenberg
- father of Joseph Madenberg
Diann Ulick
-sister of Minna Seligson
Sidney Schmukler
- father of Sandra Masnick
Ruth Greenberg
- mother of Michael Greenberg
Arnold Hirsch
- father-in-law of Lisette Hirsch
May 22-31
Calvin Axinn
- father of Lennard Axinn
Joseph Bossert
- father of Margo Zusman
Jack Pifko
- father of Allan Pifko
Jerry Holtzman
- uncle of Beth Gilman
Ida Kalish
- mother of Elaine Kaplan
Cynthia Slavin
- mother of Dianne Slavin
Naomi Feldman
- mother of Denise Tieman
Dorothy Licht
- mother of Phoebe Krane
Joel Rosenbaum
- grandfather of Joan Feilbogen
Mary Saimond
- great aunt of Ruth Fuller
Mildred Weisinger
- sister of Cecile Fallon
Lawrence Hermer
- father of June Hermer-Fried
Louis Pakula
- father of Janet Walerstein
Philip Stein
- father of Aaron Stein
Dora Trimmer
- grandmother of Louis Kurtzberg
Anthony Vajda
- father of Rosalie Kammerling
Cindy Bertuch Rosencrans
- sister of Michael Bertuch
Stanley Hoffman
- brother of Sanford Hoffman
Edward Bensinger
- father of Marcia Schmier
Ruth Bergman
- mother of Stanley Bergman
Joel H. Cohen
- brother of Ruth Lilker
- husband of Selma Cohen Swaim
Dorothy Friedman
- mother of Roz Finkel
Elinor Asher
- aunt of Pamela Lawson
Ruth Smolokoff
- mother of Sheldon Smolokoff
June 1-7
Fanny Cupit
- mother of Gerald Cupit
Ruth Klesman
- mother of Laura Klayman
William Phillips
- father of Howard Phillips
Miriam Winkler
- mother of Edward Winkler
Michele Hall
- sister of Anne Sacks-Berg

Albert Charles Penny, III
- father of Ann Pinals
Judith Peters
- mother of Stan Peters
Hattie Toran
- mother of William Toran
Ronnie Palmet
- mother of Deena Purow
Jean Bensinger
- mother of Marcia Schmier
Leonard Rotter
- father of Neal Rotter
Frances Landau
- mother of Betty Schram
Julius Schmier
- father of Albert Schmier
Bridget Warde
- mother of Una Warde
Les Hyde
- husband of Fran Hyde
Tessa Kagan
- cousin of Diane Berg
David Kreindler
- father of Herbert Kreindler
Louise Organ
- mother of Sue Kaufman
Bernard Shindler
- brother of Arnold Shindler
Eileen Summer
- mother of Tracy Summer
Adele Waldgeir
- mother of Linda Winter
June 8-14
Madelon Engel
- sister-in-law of Helen Zuckerman
Sarah Lipsius
- grandmother of Barbara Schenk
Arline Schram
- mother of David Schram
Harry L. Sherman
- father of Sandra Hechler
Seymour Witner
- father of Jayne Greenberg
Judith Aronowsky
- mother of Barry Aronowsky
Robert Feilbogen
- father of Peter Feilbogen
Fanny Lew Siegel
- grandmother of Jane Shallat
Lena Siegel
- grandmother of Carol Calev
Beatrice Statman
- mother of Barton Shallat
Morris Fisher
- grandfather of Carol Calev
Nathan Gottlieb
- grandfather of David Susswein
Annette Mont
- sister-in-law of Arthur Mont
Jacob Winkler
- father of Edward Winkler
Anita Gordon
- mother of David Gordon
Sam Honickman
- father of Steve Honickman
Andrew Pokross
- husband of Sara Pokross
George Goldberg
- father of Alan Goldberg
Florence Jarmon
- mother of Steven Jarmon
Ethel Spiner
- mother-in-law of Martin Podgainy
Fanny Donigi
- grandmother of Ruth Fuller
Stephen Gettinger
- husband of Bonnie Gettinger
Edwin Jedeikin
- uncle of Miriam Rosen
- uncle of Patricia Kresner
Constance Kreindler
- stepmother of Herbert Kreindler
June 15-21
Dorothy Fallenberg
- stepmother of Debi Fallenberg
Mark Ruskin
- father of Joanne Fried
Morton Slippen
- father of Michael Slippen
Stanley Wang
- brother of Peter Wayne
Morris Hafetz
- uncle of Carol Berliner
Mary Weil
- grandmother of Lynn Kaufman
- grandmother of Mary Klein
- mother-in-law of Irving Klein
Norma Lurie
- mother of Diane Berg

Isabel Weiner
- relative of Fran Simowitz
Keith Weiner
- relative of Fran Simowitz
Lisa Weiner
- relative of Fran Simowitz
Jack Everett
- father of Joyce Pifko
Ray Izen
- father of Robin Mont
Daniel Vertal
- cousin of Janice Groden
Dorothy Goldman
- grandmother of Sue Seiler
June 22-30
Reva Edberg
- mother of Jackie Bergeron
David Ehrman
- brother of Jeffrey Ehrman
Barbara Rosen
- mother of Carol Rosen
Theodore Stanley Kishinsky
- father of Susan Goldman
Theodore Landau
- father of Betty Schram
Muriel Wolfer
- mother of Randal Williams
Vivian Gettinger
- mother-in-law of Bonnie Gettinger
Garson Karin
- uncle of Marjorie Levy
Reida Pifko
- mother of Allan Pifko
Bruce Bennett
- father of Lisa Bennett
Benjamin Calev
- father of Andrew Calev
Eleanor Coleman
- mother of Surelle Heiberger
Elaine Myers
- friend of Miriam Rosen
Wayne Palmet
- father of Deena Purow
Arthur Zellermayer
- father of Molla Gary
Irving Schneider
- husband of Edythe Schneider
- father of Howard Schneider
Sam Szarfarc
- father of Howard Szarfarc
Win Braun
- mother of Edward Braun
- grandmother of Linda Braun
Ruth Mezz
- mother of Madeline Mezz Hoest
Charles Mayer
- husband of Lucille Mayer
Sylvia Schmeltzer
- grandmother of Danna Kaplan
Irwin Schram
- father of David Schram
Ann DeMarco
- mother of Vincent DeMarco
Myrna Pollack
- cousin of Irma Talbot
Doris Taffel
- friend of Mike & Surelle Heiberger
Leon Weil
- grandfather of Lynn Kaufman
- grandfather of Mary Klein
- father-in-law of Irving Klein

Condolences
To Mary Rosenvinge, on the death of

her mother, Peggy Guttenberg,
on February 2, 2016.

To Scott Keschner and family, on the
death of his father, Joel Keschner,

on February 18. 2016.

To Barry Mildener and family, on the
death of his sister, Sheila Mildener,

on March 18, 2016.

To Joan Blog and family, on the death of her
husband, our congregant Harold Blog,
father of Debra, James and Melissa,

grandfather of seven wonderful grandchildren,
on April 2, 2016.

To the Jeffrey Adelman and family,
on the death of our congregant,
Phil Adelman on April 12, 2016.
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